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INDUSTRY: MEDICAL DEVICES 
 
L&T Technology Services helps surgeons with a knee bone segmentation tool 
for designing knee bone replacement component, with a fast and accurate 
imaging algorithm 
 
 
CLIENT PROFILE 
Sophisticated imaging techniques are emerging as an important component in the medical domain, 
time and accuracy are the parameters which have high significance in clinical diagnosis.  The novel 
segmentation algorithm gives the surgeon a quick and accurate solution for custom knee bone 
replacement.  L&T Technology Services’ algorithm provides a solution for orthopedic surgeons in 
patient-specific knee surgery. 
 
BUSINESS CHALLENGE 
The human knee joint is commonly affected by osteoarthritis (OA), a degenerative disease that is the 
primary cause of chronic disability. The effect of OA is loss of articular cartilage that by now can be 
well-observed using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). With this background, the segmentation of 
cartilage and the bones in knee joint is a problem which has gained considerable importance for 
partial or complete knee replacement surgery. 
 
Patient-specific orthopedic knee surgery planning requires precisely segmenting from MRI images 
multiple knee bones, namely femur, tibia, fibula, and patella, around the knee joint with severe 
pathologies. Segmentations are required for computer-based surgical planning of custom knee 
implants. Other applications include modeling of the knee by finite elements analysis (FEA) to predict 
joint kinematics or the understanding of natural variation and physiological effects for healthy joints.  
 
The existing process of manual segmentation is tedious and error prone. 
 
OUR SOLUTION 
The imaging team at L&T Technology Services proposed a method which requires minimal user 
intervention and is less time-consuming. The tool accepts MRI image series data in DICOM format, 
performs segmentation followed by a 3D surface reconstruction, and generates results in STL format 
which can be used by different modeling tools usually finite elements analysis (FEA). The 
reconstructed 3D model of the knee is essential for computer-based surgical planning of custom     
knee implants. 
 
Approach 
The process of developing the tool included the following steps: 

• MRI images are acquired at sagittal plane 
• Pre-processing of the MRI images 
• Edge detection 
• Knee bone segmentation 
• 3D reconstruction and 3D smoothing of the model 
• Saving the model in STL  
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Tools & Technologies 
• Matlab, C++, Qt, ITK, VTK 
• Image segmentation, region similarity based methods, Gradient driven adaptive region 

growing , volume rendering , surface reconstruction 
 

BENEFITS DELIVERED 
• Accurate & consistent segmentation  
• 3D visualization of knee bone   
• Interactive user-interface for analysis and correcting segmentation 
• Fast segmentation  with less user-intervention 
• Easily adaptable and manageable by the user 
• Supports DICOM and STL 

 
ABOUT OUR IMAGE PROCESSING PRACTICE 
The Image Processing Practice at L&T Technology Services caters to areas like Life Science, 
Microscopic Image Analysis, Medical Imaging, Security & Surveillance, and Automotive Vision 
Systems. The Practice is in close collaboration with institutions for extensive research. 
 
The Practice has a number of developments to its credit. It has developed a patented solution called 
Extended Depth of Field (EDOF) for extending the shallow depth of field limitation in optical devices 
such as the microscope. It has also developed  a patented tool named e-Patholizer which has a 
revolutionized workflow for diagnosis and includes: IHC report generation digital slide scanning, file 
management, distribution to pathologist, auto analysis algorithms, correction from pathologists, 
digital comparison and conflict resolution, disease history, and drug effectiveness study. In the 
security and surveillance area, the applications developed are video content analyzer, human 
detection and tracking, and moving object detection. The Practice has also developed various vision-
based ADAS optimized algorithms for the automotive sector; applications developed cover: lane 
detection, traffic sign recognition, pedestrian detection and navigation assist. The Practice also has 
few other imaging patents under their belt. 
 

For more information, visit us at www.lnttechservices.com 
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